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We don't always feel surprised to recognize the fact that most civilizations 
would unavoidable to have disputes. The only thing which interested us is 
people’s special attitude towards this phenomenon. Most classic works about 
Chinese traditional law consciousness point out that traditional Chinese people 
held a view of lawsuit-weariness and this is the very reason why they seldom 
resorted to lawsuit if disputes happened. But as we can see in the historical 
books after Song Dynasty, recordings about lawsuit-elation is far more beyond 
our imagination. It can be concluded that there is a contradiction between 
lawsuit-extinguishing and lawsuit-elation. In view of this, we take this 
contradiction as an entry point, then analyze the reasons behind to recognize the 
issues finally, which effect on the will of Chinese people to have a lawsuit. 
Except for preface and conclusion, this text fraction is totally divided into four 
chapters. 
The Chapter 1 largely concentrates on theory of lawsuit-weariness in 
ancient China and the enter road of this text. First, we will introduce theory of 
lawsuit-weariness in ancient China in detail. Second, the writer will present an 
enter road of this text, which concentrates on the contradiction of 
lawsuit-extinguishing and lawsuit-elation. Finally, definitions of some key 
words will be provided.   
The Chapter 2 will introduce the special phenomenon of 
lawsuit-extinguishing and lawsuit-elation in ancient China. First, we restrict our 
range of research from Song Dynasty to Qing Dynasty in order to make our 
discussion effectively. Further, respectively, I will present an surprising scenery 
of lawsuit-extinguishing and lawsuit-elation in Chinese history. 















lawsuit-extinguishing and lawsuit-elation. First, the reasons why traditional 
Chinese official were likely to take lawsuit-extinguishing act is based on the 
consideration of the need of King, official themselves and country people. Then 
I divide the issues of lawsuit-elation into two parts, inner issues and external 
issues. Finally ， I will analyze the reason behind the contradiction of 
lawsuit-extinguishing and lawsuit-elation, and get enlightenment from the 
contradiction. 
The Chapter 4 will conclude the theoretic creativities in this thesis. The 
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